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The strongest, fastest and most versatile 
wall system on the market. 

This is the go-to wall solution for exhibit 
designers who need efficiency without 
limiting their creativity. Using MAX, designers 
can configure a wide array of looks by applying 
a large format fabric, multi-colored graphic 
wall, laminate wall, or an elegant acrylic —  
all with a single frame.

MAX is also very strong — capable of hanging 
up to 600 lbs. on a single frame! Because of 
this durability, MAX is the ideal wall system 
to incorporate into a rental inventory that will 
need to stand up to years of use in multiple 
tradeshow programs.

MAX can be installed in seconds with our 
patented permanent locking pins. A simple 
T-nut allows for endless accessorizing. Even 

third-party exhibit systems connect quickly 
via built-in recesses and T-slot channels. With 
no proprietary accessories and having locking 
receivers that fit many of the industries 
most popular systems, you can quickly install 
whatever shelving, lighting mounts, or plasma 
hangers your exhibit requires. 
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MA X Multi-wall system

MAX is available in a variety of  
standard sizes and shapes with  

multiple radii curved panels.



 à Light weight and strong 

aluminum extrusion 

construction

 à Sintra or other standard 

substrate in-fills via 3mm 

or 6mm Velcro application 

recesses

 à Create fabric exteriors  

via SEG retainer per panel  

or in an array

 à Create acrylic exteriors via 

“slide in” retainer

 à Connect with other popular 

3rd party wall systems

 à Capable of housing internal 

lighting and wiring

 à Straight or curved panels of 

multiple sizes and radii

 à Built with either KD 

mechanical and/or welded 

assembly

 à Panels can be stacked 

up to 24' for taller design 

applications

CONNECTION  WALL-TO-WALL

MAX DOOR IN-FILL PANEL
See Back Page

EXPOWALLS / MAX Technical Features

The key to MAX’s versatility is its sophisticated yet simple 
extrusions which allow a single wall frame to be assem-
bled, attached, skinned and accessorized in virtually infinite 
combinations. Designed from the ground up, the all new  
MAX multi-wall extrusion provides more finishing options 
than any other system.
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Space, defined 

A combination of acrylic, fabric,  
and traditional substrate in-fills 
for MAX were used to create 
meeting spaces in this exhibit by 
TradeTec Skyline. The engineering 
drawing to the right shows how 
simple the system was at its core.

MAX extrusion

Wall-to-wall 
extrusion

Lock pin
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CONNECTION  WALL STACKING

PANEL RETENTION EXTRUSIONS

TRADITIONAL SUBSTRATES
Velcro Connection

PLEXI-GLASS SUBSTRATE FABRIC SUBSTRATE INTERNALLY-LIT WALL
with fabric exterior 
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.25" .125" 

Panel Retainer Extrusions Fabric Retainer Extrusions

Fabric Retainer Extrusions

LED Retainer ExtrusionVelcro (3mm or 6mm)

Traditional substrate Plexi-glass panel Stretched fabric

Stretched fabric

CONNECTION  WALL-TO-STEEL PORTAL COLUMN CONNECTION  WALL-TO-ALUM. T-SLOT COLUMN

CONNECTION MONITOR / SIGNAGE MOUNTS

Steel column
Aluminum 
column

MAX wall frame MAX wall frame

MAX wall frame

Internal bracing 
solution

Our structural 
mounting surface 
allows any signage  
or monitor hardware 
to be easily installed. 

MAX frames can 
support up to 600 lbs!

High-power  
magnet

“Monty”  
T-slot connector

Stacking 
hardware



8343 Clinton Park Drive 

Fort Wayne, IN 46825
260 483 0012 
260 484 9481

EXPOWALLS / MA X Ex trusions

EXPOWALLS / MA X DOOR PANEL
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90-DEGREE CONNECTION

MAX END CAP FLEX CONNECTOR

THREE -  OR FOUR - WAY CONNECTION

Our basic corner 

extrusion — clean 

and simple.

A wall array gets a 

clean finish with our 

simple end-cap.

The flex connector uses 

a circular extrusion to 

facilitate any angle 

your set-up requires.

Too easy.

Our doors slide perfectly in place in 

a MAX panel. There’s virtually no 

construction or assembly required. 

Colors, finishes and hardware can be 

specified in endless combinations of 

traditional substrates, acrylic, or even 

fabric just like the MAX frames. 

And despite the simplicity and speed 

of the design, these doors exude 

quality — swinging open and closed  

with smooth, quiet precision. 

Wall-to-wall extrusion

Wall-to-wall extrusion

End cap

Pin

For three– and four–way 

connections, simply 

add end-caps to a basic 

90-degree connection.

f MAX DOORS


